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       I read with great interest all issues of OUR Sanghamithra and it is now on my favorite list. 
Congratulations on this excellent job. All kudos to you. We have in Halifax, Canada, a Telugu association 
with 18 families and consistent with the times most of the members are computer engineers (30-35 age 
group) with young children. I thought our “Sanghamithra” will fill a void and encourage them to love our 
language and culture. So I recommended it to our association. Also with your permission I am 
recommending it to my friends in Calgary, Canada. 

       You may kindly consider one suggestion. When we see classics like “Malleswari” or 
“Sankarabharanam” or “Sapthapadi” one common thread that endears us is the portrayal of our hide bound 
customs and practices in the good old times. They not being fashionable these days are being relegated and 
very shortly we will live in hi and bye culture or coke civilization. Like “Nannaki Jejelu” series in” Srujana 
Ranjani”, could you please consider starting a column “Alavatlu- Aadaranalu”. This, besides being 
nostalgic, will instill a sobering thought amongst the readership. This is akin to Sankranthi Sambaralu by 
Late Sri AVS Rama Rao garu. 
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Baragada Satya, Saint Louis. 
 
      It will be good if you can provide links to the telugu news and entertainment websites like eenadu and 
teluguone through sangamithra. 
 
Sanjeev Kumar. 
 
   I read your magazine "SANGHAMITRA", it's good. But I guess it will 
become excellent if you add some jokes or cartoons to so that even 
small children can enjoy it. I must appreciate you, for what you are 
doing by maintaining an online Telugu magazine. I belive this is only 
way, Telugu can reach software people who forgot Telugu almost. THANX 
FOR MAINTAINING SUCH A GOOD MAGAZINE IN TELUGU. 
 
Thanks for your encouragement. 
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